
GETTING STARTED WITH YOUR FIRST AUCTION

Creating a Good Manifest 
 and Auction Title

What is a manifest? 

How do you create a manifest? 

What’s included in a manifest? The Value of a Good Manifest

The Importance of Creating a Good Title 

A manifest is a document that details all of the inventory within a lot. 
Since buyers can’t physically see or touch the retailer’s inventory 
before they buy, a detailed manifest brings the store to them. 

First, navigate to the Catalog tab, and choose Submit Auction. 

There are two ways to create a manifest within the Auction Building Tool:
1. You can create your manifest online using the form on the page,
2. Or you can download the manifest template with all the necessary fields 
in an Excel format and submit it using the Upload button.

A manifest lists specific details about each item in the 
lot. The more descriptive and accurate you can be, the 
better. Some examples of item details commonly included 
in a manifest are: Category or Department, Item Description, 
Condition, Quantity, Retail or MSRP, Extended Retail or 
Extended MSRP, and Item Number or UPC.

A good manifest can determine whether or not your 
auction is successful. It can also encourage buyers to 
bid on the auction, resulting in a higher return on the lot. 
Having a clear and concise manifest can also help lead 
to positive seller reviews and repeat business.

A manifest that needs some work will have vague 
descriptions that don’t give potential sellers an accurate 
picture of what’s in the lot. That ambiguity can prevent 
potential buyers from bidding on your auction.  

A good manifest has detail in the item descriptions as 
well as the quantity of items. This allows buyers to 
understand exactly what they will be getting — leading 
to more bids, and ultimately a higher return on the lot.

It’s important to create a good title for your auction because 
it’s one of the first things the buyer sees. An e!ective title 
is detailed and descriptive, sets the right expectation, and 
increases your chances of a sale.

The B-Stock auction creation tool auto populates the end of the title with details such as quantity, total lot value, 
condition and lot location. Your job is to provide the description at the beginning of the title — starting with important 
keywords and then adding other details such as color and size.
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